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Electroproduction of strangeness above the resonance region
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A simple and elegant model, based on Reggeizedt-channel exchanges, is successful in reproducing the main
features of all existing data of the reactionsep→e8K1L andep→e8K1S0. In particular, the original way in
which gauge invariance is taken into account is found to be essential to describe the ratio between the Coulomb
and the transverse cross sections at largeQ2 that has been measured recently at the Jefferson Laboratory.

PACS number~s!: 13.60.Le, 12.40.Nn, 13.40.Gp
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Strangeness production is undergoing a renewed inte
in view of the numerous data which are currently coming
of electron accelerators like CEBAF at Jefferson Laborat
and ELSA at Bonn. It offers us an original way to prob
hadronic matter. Not only the study of the hyperon-nucle
interaction is a mandatory complement to the study of
nucleon-nucleon interaction, but the implantation of an i
purity ~the strange quark or a hyperon! in a hadronic system
is a formidable tool to study its properties. However, t
elementary processes of photo- and electroproduction of
ons off the nucleon should be mastered. In particular, we
show that the determination of the kaon form factor depe
on the model used.

At low energy, within about 1 GeV above threshol
many resonances may contribute in thes channel and fits to
the scarce data are generally obtained at the expense of m
free parameters@1,2#. At higher energy, Regge phenomeno
ogy provides us with an elegant and simple way to acco
for the analyticity and unitarity of the amplitude with almo
no free parameters@3,4#.

Our Regge model is fully described in Refs.@3,4# for the
photoproductionof pions and kaons on the nucleon abo
the resonance region~aboveEg'2 GeV!, and in Ref.@5# for
the electroproductionof pions. It is based simply on two
‘‘Reggeized’’ t-channel exchanges (p andr trajectories for
pion production,K andK* trajectories for kaon production!.
An original and essential feature of this model is the w
gauge invariance is restored for thep ~K! t-channel ex-
changes by proper ‘‘Reggeization’’ of thes-channel nucleon
pole contribution. This was found to be the key element
describe numerous features of the experimental data~for in-
stance, thep1/p2 ratio, the forward peaking of the charge
pion differential cross section, the photon asymmetry, et!.

As in Ref.@5#, we extend the model of kaon photoprodu
tion to electroproduction by multiplying the separately gau
invariantK andK* t-channel diagrams by a monopole for
factor:

FK,K* ~Q2!5@11Q2/LK,K*
2

#21, ~1!

with Q252q2, whereq is the spacelike virtual photon four
momentum. The mass scalesLK andLK* are chosen to be
LK

2 5LK*
2

51.5 GeV2, in order to fit the highQ2 behavior
of sL andsT in Fig. 1. We keep the same coupling consta
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at the „K,(L,S),N… and „K* ,(L,S),N… vertices as in the
photoproduction study@4#, which were found to describe a
existing high energy data, i.e.,

gKLN
2

4p
510.6, gK* LN5223.0, kK* LN52.5,

gKSN
2

4p
51.6, gK* SN5225.0, kK* SN521.0. ~2!

The magnitudes and signs (gKLN,0 andgKSN.0) of theK
strong coupling constants are in agreement with SU~3! con-
straints~broken to about 20%). The signs of theK* strong
coupling constants are also in accordance with SU~3!.

It turns out that the recent measurement@6#, at Jefferson
Laboratory, of the ratio between the Coulomb (sL) and the
transverse (sT) cross sections of thep(e,e8K1)L reaction
clearly favors the Regge model over the resonance mod
already in the CEBAF energy range. Figure 1 shows
comparison of the Regge model with the data. Particula
interesting is the behavior at largeQ2 of the sL /sT ratio
which decreases as the data, in contrast to two recent t
retical resonance models@1,2#. Our Regge model suitably
reproduces the trend of this ratio. The reason is that, du
gauge invariance, thet-channel kaon exchange and th
s-channel nucleon pole terms are inseparable and mus
treated on the same footing. In our model@3,4#, they are
Reggeized in the same way and multiplied by the same e
tromagnetic form factor. This approach clearly differs fro
traditional ones@1,2# where a different electromagnetic form
factor is assigned to thet- ands-channel diagrams~monopole
and dipole forms, respectively—with also different ma
scales—in general!. This explicitly breaks gauge invarianc
and the introduction of a purely phenomenological andad
hoc counterterm is needed to restore it. Whatever particu
way this procedure has been done in the existing literatur
produces a~linearly! rising ratiosL /sT with Q2 in contrast
to the data. It is important to note that theQ2 dependence of
this ratio is relatively insensitive to the particular shape
mass scale taken for the electromagnetic form factors of
K and K* and that the decreasing trend observed here
intrinsically linked to the assignment of thesameelectro-
magnetic form factor to thet- ands-channel Born diagrams
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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~which is clearly the simplest way in fact to keep gau
invariance in electroproduction!.

The Regge model reproduces also fairly well the~scarce!
data prior to Jefferson Laboratory. Figure 2 shows thet de-
pendence of theg* 1p→K11L andg* 1p→K11S0 dif-
ferential electroproduction cross section 2pd2s/dt dF for
different Q2 values. The latest@9# and older@10# Bonn data
for photoproduction are also shown for reference. AtQ2

50.06 GeV2, there is essentially no influence of the for
factors. Therefore, without any additional parameter,
straightforward extension of the photoproduction mo
gives the correctt dependence and magnitude of the data.
in the photoproduction study, theL andS channels show a
different behavior at forward angles: the differential cro
section decreases towards 0 for the latter one wherea
tends to peak for the former one. According to@4#, this
‘‘peaking’’ for the L channel is due to the dominance of th
gauge invariantK exchange at smallt. Because of the weake
gKSN coupling constant relative to thegKLN coupling con-
stant, theK* exchange contribution —which has to vanish
forward angles due to angular momentum conservatio
dominates theS channel, which reflects a decrease of t
differential cross section at forward angles. This decreas
small t is attenuated at largerQ2 due to the ‘‘shift’’ of tmin
with Q2.

The Brauelet al. data of Fig. 2 were integrated inF
between 120° and 240°@8#; so was the model in order t
correctly take into account the influence of thesTT andsTL

FIG. 1. Q2 dependence ofsT and sL ~upper plot! and sL /sT

~lower plot! for the g* 1p→K11L reaction, atW51.84 GeV.
Experimental data points are from (d, s, !) @6# and (n) @7#.
Besides our calculation, on the lower panel are also shown
models of Refs.@1, 2#. The WJC prediction is'3.5 ~off scale! for
Q252.0 (GeV/c)2.
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terms which is found not to be negligible. Figure 2 sho
furthermore the destructive interference between theK and
K* exchange mechanisms for theS channel found at large
angles, which was also noticed before in the photoproduc
study @4#.

This Q2 dependence is confirmed by Fig. 3 which sho
the differential cross sectionds/dV at uc.m.58° as a func-
tion of Q2 for 2 energy bins. In fact, commonly, this obser
able has been plotted at a single averagedW value (̂ W&
52.15 GeV! where aupK* u/W/(s2mp

2) dependence was use
for the extrapolation of the lower and higher measuredW
values@11#. Figure 3 shows that this procedure is appro
mately right for theL channel which shows roughly a 1/s
behavior, but is not appropriate for theS channel which
shows a rather constant behavior in this energy domain.
deed, it is well known that a Regge amplitude proportiona
sa(t) leads to a differential cross-sectionds/dt}s2a(t)22 and
thereforeds/dV}s2a(t)21. For aK-meson exchange domi
nated mechanism~such as theL channel at forward angles
see Fig. 2! with aK(0)'20.17, this implies ds/dV
}s21.34. And for a K* -meson exchange dominated mech
nism ~such as theS channel! with aK* (0)'0.25, we have
ds/dV}s20.5.

Note that the photoproduction point of@10# has been
renormalized. This data was taken atuc.m.525° (t'
20.15 GeV2). It has been extrapolated to 8° (t'
20.06 GeV2) to allow a consistent comparison with th
other data. We did so by using thet dependence of ou
model. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that this implies anup-

e

FIG. 2. t dependence of theg* 1p→K11L ~left! andg* 1p
→K11S0 ~right! differential electroproduction cross sectio
2pd2s/dt dF for different Q2 values. The solid line shows th
K1K* exchanges, the dashed line shows theK* exchange only.
Displayed data correspond approximately to the sameW and Q2

ranges@units for the figure are in GeV/c and (GeV/c)2, respec-
tively#: (d) @8#, (s) @9#, (h) @10#, (L) @11#, (n) @12#.
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ELECTROPRODUCTION OF STRANGENESS ABOVE THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 025204
scaling ~of '1.2! of the L photoproduction point and a
downscaling~of '2.4! of the S photoproduction point. This
leads to a very different figure and conclusion than in R
@11# ~see Figs. 6 and 7 of Ref.@11#!: first, theQ2 dependence
of the S channel is not steeper than for theL channel and,
second, there is no particular evidence of a rise withQ2 of
the L cross section which would have indicated a stro
contribution of sL . This latter contribution is seen to ac
count for less than half of the cross section.

It is remarkable that the value of the cutoff mass,LK
2

5LK*
2

51.5 GeV2, deduced from the Jefferson Laborato
experiment leads also to a correctQ2 dependence for the
world set of previous data, both in theL and theS channels.
It appears, however, to be quite large, resulting in a rat
flat form factor. Indeed, the effective charge radi
corresponding to LK

2 51.5 GeV2 is ^r K
2 &[

26(dFK /dQ2)u(Q250)56/L2'0.16 fm2. This has to be
compared to the value measured by direct scattering of ka
on atomic electrons at the CERN Super Proton Synchro
~SPS! which yielded ^r K

2 &50.34 fm2 @15#. However, we
found previously@5# a good agreement between the pi
form factor mass scale (Lp

2 50.462 GeV2, i.e., ^r p
2 &

50.52 fm2) deduced from a study similar to the one in th
article and the value measured by direct scattering of pi
on atomic electrons at the CERN SPS:'0.44 fm2 @16#. An
interpretation of this discrepancy for the kaon case can
that, the kaon pole being far from the physical region,
form factor used in this kind of model does not represent
properties of the kaon itself but rather the properties of
whole trajectory. Instead of being sensitive to the kaon fo
factor, one might in fact measure a transition form fac

FIG. 3. Q2 dependence of theg* 1p→K11L ~upper plots!
and g* 1p→K11S0 ~lower plots! differential cross section
ds/dV for 2 energy bins. Solid lines:dsT1L /dV; dashed line:
dsL /dV. Displayed data correspond approximately to the samW
andu ranges: (n) @13#, (s) @11#, (m) @14#, (h) @10#. This latter
point has been renormalized~see text for details!.
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between the kaon and an orbital excited state lying on
kaon Regge trajectory. This has to be kept in mind wh
trying to extract the kaon electromagnetic form factor fro
these electroproduction reactions.

It is clear that the extracted form factor mass scale
pends strongly on the extrapolation fromtmin to the pole.
Indeed, the standard procedure uses a 1/t2mK

2 dependence
reflecting the traditionalt-channel kaon propagator. How
ever, in our present approach, this propagator is proportio
to sa(t) which leads to a steeper~exponential! t dependence.
It is therefore no wonder intuitively that the mass scale of
electromagnetic form factor in this latter approach is sof
than when using a standard Feynman propagator for the
trapolation.

To understand this crucial point better, we compare
Fig. 4 the two approaches: the plots are extracted from F
2 and 3 and we compare here our Regge model~solid line!
and a standard Born model based on the usual 1/t2mK

2

~dashed line!. Our Regge model containsK and K* trajec-
tory exchanges but, as can be seen from Fig. 2, only thK
trajectory contributes significantly. Our Born model he
uses only a~gauge-invariant! K exchange rescaled in order t
match the photoproduction result in the forward directio
We left out theK* exchange as it is well known that
diverges with rising energy, due to derivative couplings
exchanged high spin particles. The upper left plot of Fig
shows thet dependence of the differential cross section
~almost! the photoproduction point. We see that the Bo

FIG. 4. Comparison of the Regge model~solid lines! with a
Born model ~dashed lines! ~see text for details! for g* 1p→K1

1L. Upper plots:t dependence of the differential cross sections
Q250.020.06 GeV2 ~left! and Q251.35 GeV2 ~right!. Lower
plots: Q2 dependence of the forward differential cross sections
^W&52.16 GeV ~left! and ^W&52.66 GeV ~right!. Experimental
points as in Figs. 2 and 3.
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model based onK exchange alone produces a flattert depen-
dence at largert than the Regge model and the data. T
could be corrected in principle by introducing an extrahad-
ronic form factor at theKLN vertex but at the expense o
one additional free parameter for the corresponding m
scale. However, this will not give the correct high ener
Regge dependence (ds/dV}s2a(t)21 and the associate
‘‘shrinkage’’! as was illustrated previously for the pion ca
@5# where more data are available. A decentQ2 dependence
for this Born model is obtained with an electromagne
monopole form factor withLK

2 50.68 which is the value ex
actly corresponding to the kaon charge radius, and, in
case, much smaller than the value needed for the Re
model (LK

2 51.5). It is clear that it is at smallQ2 values that
one is most sensitive to the mass scale of the electromag
form factor as, at largerQ2, both form factors show a 1/Q2

asymptotic behavior. The conclusions here are clear: a tr
tional Born model~with a 1/t2mK

2 standard Feynman propa
gator! seems to lead at first sight to a mass scale for the k
electromagnetic form factor (LK

2 50.68) compatible with the
kaon charge radius. However, such a Born model is una
to reproduce the correct energy andt dependences~unless,
for this latter case, corrected by an extrahadronic form fac-
tor!. Furthermore, it is unable to take into account the role
the K* exchange which would diverge~properly taking into
account the exchange of higher spin particles was actu
one of the main motivations of our Regge model!. Let us
also notice that a recent direct experimental determinatio
the proton electric form factor at Jefferson Laboratory@17#
clearly shows that the cutoff mass needed to fit the largeQ2

data is not consistent with the cutoff mass which is de
mined by the proton charge radius.

We now turn to polarization observables. We first show
Fig. 5 that theL and S single recoil polarizations recentl
measured at Bonn@9# in photoproduction are reasonably pr
dicted by our model at forward angles.~At larger angles,
other contribution besidest-channel exchanges are expect
to contribute:u-channel exchanges, resonance contributi
at low energies, etc.! It is the interference between theK and
K* trajectories —arising from theeiaK,K* (t) signature term in
the K andK* Regge propagators, see Ref.@4#—which pro-
duces the nonzero polarization in the present model.
negative~positive! L (S) recoil polarization is directly re-

FIG. 5. t dependence of theL and S recoil polarizations re-
cently measured at Bonn inphotoproduction@9#.
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lated to the relative sign of thegK* (L,S)N couplings with
respect to theK (gKLN,0 andgKSN.0 whereasgK* (L,S)N
are both negative!.

At Jefferson Laboratory, with electron beams, double p
larization observables will soon be accessed for the first t
@18#. These will put further stringent constraints on the mo
els and will allow one to disentangle the contributions of t
K and theK* exchange. Typical behaviors for kinematic
accessible at Jefferson Laboratory (Ee56 GeV, ue8513°,
Eg* 52.643 GeV! are shown in Fig. 6 forF50° and 180°.
~The definitions and the notations are given in Appendix
of Ref. @19#, and thez axis is chosen along the direction o
the virtual photon.! If only one Regge trajectory is retaine
the induced polarizationPY

0 ~unpolarized electrons! vanishes:
it is different from zero when the two trajectories interfere.
is worth noting thatPY

0 , which is the ‘‘extension’’ toelec-
troproductionof the photoproductionrecoil polarization of
Fig. 5, is now positive~at F50°). Indeed, in photoproduc-
tion, this observable is sensitive only tosT

Y whereas in elec-
troproduction the additionnalsL

Y , sTT
Y , andsTL

Y cross sec-
tions enter. These latter contributions come with
oppposite sign with respect tosT

Y here. The sideways (PX8 )
and longitudinal (PZ8) transferred polarizations indicate th
relative amount ofK and K* exchanges. The strongF de-
pendence evidenced in Fig. 6 can also be used to disenta
the various contributions. At large transfers, it was noted t
in deep inelastic scattering the strange quark can be use

FIG. 6. Thet dependence of the threeL polarizations which do
not vanish in coplanar kinematics, forEe56 GeV, W52.2 GeV,
and Q251 GeV2. Dashed lines:K exchange only. Dash-dotte
lines: K* exchange only. Full lines: complete model. Left pane
F50°; right panels:F5180°.
4-4
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follow the spin transfer from the probe to the emittedL. It
will be interesting to compare such approaches to our Re
calculations.

To conclude, this simple and elegant Regge trajectory
change model accounts fairly well for the whole set of ava
able data and the rather accurate first measurementat J
son Laboratory. Since the model depends on very
parameters, the forthcoming data from Jefferson Labora
will constitute a stringent test~which may eventually call for
e

. B

ys
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.
r-
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a more fundamental partonic description!. Nevertheless, it
provides already a good starting point to compute and a
lyze strangeness production in nuclei.
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